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Abstract
Background: Chronic noncommunicable diseases such as arterial hypertension have a high impact in the context of public
health. Previous studies have shown improvements in blood pressure due to simple lifestyle changes, which were supported by
electronic health (eHealth) solutions.
Objective: The aim of this study is to develop an eHealth platform and assess the effects of its use on the health conditions of
patients with hypertension, with assistance from health professionals in the public health system of a Brazilian city.
Methods: The platform will include a server that centralizes all the data and business rules, a website dashboard for health
professionals, and a mobile app for patients. We will analyze the effects of its use through a controlled, nonrandomized, nonblind,
prospective, monocentric clinical trial. We will enroll 68 participants diagnosed with arterial hypertension and under medical
follow-up and categorize them into two groups. The participants of the intervention group will use the platform as a monitoring
method, whereas the participants of the control group will use conventional methods. In both groups, we will assess and compare
the evolution of blood pressure and treatment adherence before, during, and after the intervention.
Results: The project was funded at the end of 2018. We have been developing the software since 2019 with plans to complete
it in 2020, and we will enroll patients between 2020 and 2021. We expect to submit the first results for publication in 2020.
Conclusions: For the primary outcome, we expect a reduction and stabilization of blood pressure. For the secondary outcomes,
we hope to see improvements in treatment adherence, physical activities and dietary practices, and acceptance of the eHealth
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platform. In public health, the technology that favors disease control also helps reduce complications and, consequently, treatment
costs. The platform might encourage the adaptation of medical assistance to incorporate this technology into patient monitoring.
International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): PRR1-10.2196/15299
(JMIR Res Protoc 2020;9(1):e15299) doi: 10.2196/15299
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Introduction
Background
Chronic noncommunicable diseases such as arterial hypertension
are responsible for a high frequency of hospitalizations and have
a great socioeconomic impact [1]. In Brazil, the direct and
indirect costs of these diseases have been increasing significantly
[2]. Currently, 32% of the Brazilian adult population, which
corresponds to 36 million individuals, has hypertension [3].
However, only about half of the patients under treatment for
hypertension report that their blood pressure is within the
recommended levels [3,4]. As hypertension is a chronic
condition, the best approaches for a healthy life are the
awareness, treatment, and management of the disease.
With this perspective, the Brazilian Ministry of Health
developed a system called Brazilian Clinical Management
System of Arterial Hypertension and Diabetes Mellitus
(SIS-Hiperdia) for registering and monitoring patients with
arterial hypertension and diabetes mellitus, with assistance from
the health professionals in the outpatient clinics of the Brazilian
public health network. However, patients’ data are required for
continued working of this system, and it is not feasible to obtain
this information if patients do not have a history of their health
conditions available [5]. Moreover, a strategy developed for
use only in clinical centers may not be enough to treat the
disease and change habits. Developing and using complementary
tools is necessary for both physicians and patients [6]. Therefore,
the electronic health (eHealth) systems have been attracting an
increasing number of users because of the diffusion of mobile
devices and the growing interest in better quality of life and
health care [7]. The World Health Organization [8] announced
that eHealth solutions might transform the resources of health
services worldwide. Most regions in the world, including lowand medium-income countries, are working actively on eHealth
projects [8], including Brazil.
Previous studies have shown positive results in the improvement
of blood pressure from simple lifestyle changes supported by
eHealth solutions [9]. The results by Toro-Ramos et al [10]
indicated a decrease in diastolic pressure and body weight of
the 73 participants. In the study by Ashoorkhani et al [11], tests
for 132 patients with hypertension showed an improvement in
treatment adherence, weight control, and regular blood pressure
verification. The study by Albini et al [12] with 690 hypertensive
patients suggests that information and communication
technology tools may be effective in providing physicians with
dynamic patient control and in improving the monitoring of
hypertension and adherence to treatment prescriptions.
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In the studies mentioned above [10-12], periodic verification
was essential for obtaining favorable results. However, a
prominent challenge in the market of mobile apps is maintaining
long-term or recurrent use of the app among users engaged with
the app, without loss of interest. Among the leading causes of
abandonment from the users of these apps are quitting after
achieving goals and the lack of resources available [13]. Several
techniques have been used to allow greater user engagement
with the app, such as gamification, which comprises applying
gaming elements to a nongaming context [14].

Prior Work
We have devised a platform for monitoring the health conditions
of patients with arterial hypertension. We implemented an initial
version, considered a prototype, and made it available to use
for initial validations. The platform includes a server that
centralizes the data for a website interface [15] that is designed
for health professionals, and a mobile app with gamification
elements [16] that is designed for patients.
We performed pilot studies with health professionals and
patients to assess the prototype functionalities [15] and patient
engagement and experience with the app [16-18], respectively.
The assessment with health professionals showed some benefits
of using the system, such as the optimal visualization of patients’
logbooks. Patient assessments showed that gamification favors
engagement with health treatment. We also found that
participants under follow-up with a health professional interacted
more with the app and were more motivated to maintain their
health monitoring. Therefore, the use of digital health resources
by professionals, along with patients, may promote a higher
commitment to monitoring the treatment factors [17]. To verify
the clinical effects, we have already conducted a pilot trial [19],
including 39 patients with arterial hypertension, to compare the
use of the platform’s initial version with conventional
hypertension monitoring over a period of 3 months. The patients
who used the mobile health app had a change in systolic and
diastolic pressure toward more adequate levels. In addition, the
group had improved levels of glucose and high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol and a reduced consumption of
ultraprocessed foods.
The main goal of our project is to assess the effects of using the
eHealth platform—which will be developed—on health
conditions of patients with hypertension, with assistance from
health professionals in the public health system.
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Methods
Notice MS-SCTIE-Decit CNPq 12/2018: Research on
Health Innovation
Our eHealth platform potentially favors the public health system
by allowing the monitoring of health conditions of patients with
hypertension, assessing risk, and supporting behavior changes.
However, as it is an initial version, the software still requires
improvement and the development of other functionalities and
resources. The new characteristics predicted include a nutritional
assessment model, a recommendation system, and the integration
with wearable devices equipped with physiological sensors to
automate data collection.
After a strict selection process of Notice MS-SCTIE-Decit CNPq
12/2018, the Brazilian Ministry of Health and the Brazilian
Counsel of Technological and Scientific Development granted
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our project with research funding. Considering the potential for
health innovation, they selected our eHealth platform for full
development and testing in the Brazilian public health system.

Software Specification
The eHealth platform (Figure 1) is a solution that aims to
monitor patients with hypertension by integrating risk
assessment and counseling for healthy habit changes. This
occurs with a joint action among resources for registering health
conditions and receiving notifications, reminders, and follow-up
from health professionals. The platform includes a server that
centralizes all data and business rules; a website dashboard for
health professionals; and a mobile app for patients, which is
integrated with a wearable device. The Brazilian Institute of
Industrial Property granted us the registration of the first
versions of the website dashboard and the mobile app
(documents BR5120170007616 and BR5120180009735,
respectively).

Figure 1. Computing architecture of the electronic health platform.

Website Dashboard
We designed the dashboard for health professionals, so that
they could follow-up and monitor patients in real time. The
professionals have access to patient information, and they may
assess risks and advise patients remotely. In addition, the
dashboard has an interface for the administrator to control
business rules and data processing, with settings related to the
frequency of alerts, monitoring the schedule of patient
reminders, user access control, clinical guide parameters (eg,
blood pressure, body fat, and body mass index), and messaging,
among others.
After registration and access, the system forwards the
professional to the functionalities of messages and alerts on
patient measurements. To start the monitoring of a patient,
professionals need to link the patient profile to their account.
After patient authorization, the professional will have access to
http://www.researchprotocols.org/2020/1/e15299/
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the patient’s logbook of blood pressure, heartbeat, weight, mood,
waist circumference, body fat, sleep, physical activity, schedule,
and dietary intake assessment. The platform can display all the
data in graphic, interactive, and associated views.
More than one health professional may assist the patient, for
instance, a cardiologist, a dietitian, and a psychologist. Thus,
each professional may choose the information they wish to
supervise according to each patient and the patient’s specific
treatment. When selecting an item, the professionals proceed
to a screen containing detailed information of the patient’s
history to select what period they want to visualize. They may
also view the reminders included by the patient, enter new
reminders, and communicate with the patient through a private
chat.
The study by Veiga [15] presented all the details of the
functional prototype. The dashboard prototype will be the basis
JMIR Res Protoc 2020 | vol. 9 | iss. 1 | e15299 | p. 3
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for the full development of the new version, which will also
include new functionalities such as modules for nutritional
assessment and recommendation of physical exercises and
dietary habits for each patient profile, as developed by Ferreto
[20].

Mobile App
The app allows users to record their data, send and receive
notifications, communicate with their medical team, and pair
the wearable device that will be developed. After installation
and first registration, the patient can access the main interface
containing his or her last measurements. Through the main
interface, users can access the menu with the list of
functionalities available, which include height, physical activity,
heartbeat, waist, body fat, mood, weight, blood pressure, sleep,
reminders, and chat. In the new version, other records will be
available, including dietary intake and improvement of physical
activity data. When selecting a functionality, patients can view
their record information and graphs, and they may include,
change, or delete data.
For the measurements, the patient records the date, time, value,
and an optional observation. All operations with patient data
synchronize with the central server. Periodically, the app
displays alert notifications and reminders on the health data
recorded, including notes sent by the health professional. Each
notification presents a title, a brief description, and buttons with
yes and no options. When clicking yes, the system sends the
information to the server, showing whether the patient completed
the action or reminder presented, for instance, whether they
took the medication or visualized the message from the health
professional. Such integration aims at continuous monitoring
and the stimulus to maintain healthy practices.
We designed all functionalities of the app to engage patients
with a regular health follow-up. In addition to the gamification
elements, they also receive reminders and notifications on their
health and interact with health professionals. The app has a
functionality responsible for notifying the patient and the
professional about health evolution through counseling based
on clinical guidelines. At each insertion of patient data, the
system analyzes the information according to the guidelines
and issues an alert notification if the measurement is identified
as different from the standard patterns. On the basis of these
notifications, the patient may analyze and decide what to do
next, including using the messaging functionality to contact the
health professional for assistance. This integration does not
replace personal visits, but it provides both the patient and
professional with a fast and accessible communication tool for
doubt resolution and guidance. All the records create a lifestyle
logbook of the patient under monitoring, which may represent
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a source of information for the decision-making process of
professionals.
The study by Cechetti et al [17] presented all the details of the
functional prototype. The app prototype will be the basis for
the full development of the new version, which will also include
new functionalities corresponding to the ones predicted for the
website dashboard.

Wearable Sensor Device
We will build a device equipped with modules of physiological
sensors available in the market, such as oximeter and pedometer,
compatible with the LilyPad Arduino—a mini-controller board
designed for wearables and intelligent textiles. The device will
have a communication routine with the mobile app through the
Bluetooth protocol to automate the measurement records.
First, we will assess the use of the wearable device in a group
of 10 individuals. We will connect the device to a piece of
clothing (eg, T-shirt, wristband, and glove) worn by the
participant to monitor the physiological signs during daily
activities such as walking, lying down, and nonexhaustive work.
On the basis of a study by Zhou et al [21], we prepared a
questionnaire to assess the level of comfort while using the
device. If we detect any nuisance in the comfort assessment,
we will adjust the device to suppress such discomfort.
We will perform technical trials to test the correct functioning
of the equipment and wireless communication assessments with
performance measures (eg, response time, package traffic, and
latency) and the request acknowledgment and checksum. We
will also evaluate the behavior of electronic components
attached to the hardware modules to ensure the reliability and
accuracy of the collected data. For this validation, we will
compare values obtained by the sensors with values recorded
by reliable conventional devices used by health professionals,
such as sphygmomanometer, heart monitor, and pulse oximeter.
We will perform all assessments of the wearable sensor device
separately in substudies, which will not be a part of the main
clinical trial.

Nonrandomized Controlled Trial
This is an applied research of technological innovation with
software development and analysis of its effects through a
controlled, nonrandomized, nonblind, prospective, and
monocentric clinical trial. The Research Ethics Committee of
the University of Passo Fundo, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil (report
3.414.793) approved this project, which was registered in the
Brazilian Platform of Clinical Trials under the code RBR-2rkkgn
(Universal Trial Number U1111-1230-7550). Figure 2 presents
the trial design and flowchart.
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Figure 2. Trial procedure flowchart. eHealth: electronic health; MBG: Martín-Bayarre-Grau; SUS: System Usability Scale; TAM: technology acceptance
model.

Study Population and Sample
The study population will include men and women under
treatment for arterial hypertension who will be assisted by health
professionals in the public health system of a Brazilian city.
After the invitation to take part in the study, the participants
will sign a consent form. The effect (primary outcome) is
expected to be 80% in the intervention group and 40% in the
http://www.researchprotocols.org/2020/1/e15299/
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control group, which means a 40% difference. These proportions
are based on the findings of the study by Neumann et al [22],
which was conducted with a similar design, and also on more
optimistic results obtained from one of our pilots [19]. For
sample calculation, we used Epi Info version 6.0 software
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia;
sample size/2 proportions). We considered an estimate of 40%
proportion difference between groups, 95% confidence interval,
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and 80% statistical power (beta). The calculation resulted in 28
individuals for each group, but to minimize the effects of loss
and refusal during the intervention, we added 20% to the size,
yielding a total of 34 individuals in each group.
The allocation of patients in each group will be based on the
eligibility criteria. For example, if the patient fits all the criteria
but does not have a mobile phone compatible with the app, then
he or she will be allocated to the control group. If the patient
has a mobile phone compatible with the app, he or she will be
allocated to the intervention group. For propensity score
calculation, based on the effect of confounding factors or
predictors of exposure (to intervention), we will consider
demographic variables of age, gender, and socioeconomic status.

De Marchi et al

•

•

We will consider the following inclusion criteria:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Cognitive ability confirmed by the Mini-Mental State
Examination [23] (both groups)
Current medical monitoring for the treatment of
hypertension in the public health system of the city of Passo
Fundo, RS, Brazil (both groups)
Possibility to measure blood pressure in drugstores,
hospitals, Family Health Strategies, or centers for
comprehensive health care (both groups)
Possession of an Android mobile phone, version 4.3 or
higher (intervention group)
Familiarity with the use of apps (intervention group)
Internet access on the smartphone (intervention group).

Evaluation and Assessment Frameworks
We will use the following assessment instruments:
•

•

•

•

•

Mini-Mental State Examination: It verifies the integrity of
cognitive functions, assessing the functions of space-time
orientation, memory, attention, calculus, language, and
constructive praxis. It includes 11 tasks, with a score
ranging from 0 to 30 points. Brucki et al [23] adapted it to
the Brazilian context. The cut-off points relate to the years
of schooling of the subjects, ie, for illiterate individuals, 19
points; 1-3 years of schooling, 23 points; 4-7 years of
schooling, 24 points; and more than 7 years of schooling,
28 points.
Sample
characterization
and
sociodemographic
questionnaire: It includes questions on age, level of
education, income, and experience in using a blood pressure
meter. The project researchers will provide the
specifications.
Martín-Bayarre-Grau questionnaire (MBG): It assesses the
therapeutic adherence for arterial hypertension. Alfonso et
al [24] developed and validated this instrument, and Matta
et al [25] adapted it to the Brazilian Portuguese language.
Dietary intake questionnaire by the Brazilian Food and
Nutrition Surveillance System (SISVAN): from the
Brazilian Ministry of Health [26], this questionnaire
identifies the intake frequency of some foods and beverages
over the last 7 days through 10 questions. Each item may
relate to healthy food or nonrecommended unhealthy food.
Engagement questionnaire: It assesses the attributes of
engagement, such as esthetics, sensory appeal,
concentration, awareness, challenge, control, feedback,
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•

•

•

interest, motivation, novelty, and time perception. O’Brien
and Toms [27] proposed and validated the model, and
Cechetti et al [17] translated it to Portuguese.
Acceptance questionnaire: This is based on the technology
acceptance model (TAM) [28]. The assessment relies on
three categories: perceived utility (determines the degree
to which a person believes the use of a technology may
improve performance and productivity), ease of use
(determines the degree to which a person believes the use
of a system will be easy to learn and interact with), and
external variables (provide understanding about what
influences perceived utility and ease of use).
Usability assessment questionnaire: This is in accordance
with the System Usability Scale (SUS), related to the ease
of use and use effort. Brooke [29] developed this
framework.
Comfort assessment questionnaire for the wearable device:
It aims to verify the comfort and well-being of users while
trying the wearable technology. The project researchers
will produce this instrument.
Characteristics of app use: It considers the number of
accesses, number of records per period, response to
notifications, and reminders. The system usage logs will
calculate all this information. We will also use open
questions so that participants can report their experience.
Health professional assessment: We will perform a
semistructured interview with health professionals to verify
opinions on the characteristics and resources of the eHealth
platform. Questions include, but are not limited to the
following: (1) As a health professional, do you believe that
the app and dashboard’s features can facilitate the clinical
practice to monitor a patient? In what way? (2) Do you
believe that a patient can benefit from the app’s features in
his or her treatment? In what way? (3) What changes do
you suggest for this platform to make it more useful or
applicable to clinical practice?

Procedure
We will collect data at three timepoints: preintervention, during
the intervention, and postintervention. We will develop the
wearable device and assess it in parallel outside the clinical
trial.

Preintervention Period
After verifying the inclusion criteria, all participants will have
a 1-hour meeting with the researchers for instructions on the
objective of the study and for signing a consent form detailing
all the study procedures. We will register the participants of the
intervention group in the system and instruct them about the
app’s use. We will collect the preintervention data from both
groups from a sample characterization questionnaire and an
MBG questionnaire [24].

Intervention Period
Participants from the control group will perform conventional
hypertension monitoring using paper logbooks. Participants
from the intervention group will use the app for 3 months,
periodically registering the values of blood pressure, weight,
height, sleep quality, waist circumference, mood, and heartbeats,
JMIR Res Protoc 2020 | vol. 9 | iss. 1 | e15299 | p. 6
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among others. Health professionals from the health centers will
assist the participants by using the website dashboard to monitor
and interact with their patients. Professionals’ performance will
not be evaluated, but we will ask them to participate by
communicating with patients weekly on the platform. We will
use all the data recorded by patients and health professionals
during the intervention in the final analysis of results, especially
the measurements of blood pressure and frequency of physical
activity.

Postintervention Period
All participants will have a 1-hour meeting with the researchers
for the final data collection. We will collect the postintervention
data with an MBG questionnaire [24], an engagement
questionnaire [27], an acceptance questionnaire (TAM) [28],
and a usability questionnaire (SUS) [29].

Statistical and Qualitative Analysis
Our expectation for the primary outcome is the reduction and
stabilization of blood pressure. For the secondary outcome, we
hope for acceptance of the eHealth platform and improvements
in treatment adherence, physical activities, and dietary intake.
A priori levels will be set according to the assessment tool and
the expected outcome. The acceptance of the eHealth platform
will consider good scores obtained in the analysis of usage logs
and questionnaires of engagement, SUS, and TAM. Improved
adherence to treatment will consider MBG questionnaire scores
measured before and after the intervention. For the analysis of
physical activities and dietary intake, a binary outcome will
consider whether the patient has adequate levels, diagnosed
according to the SISVAN’s questionnaire and standards.
For qualitative data, we will use Minayo’s guidelines [30].
Numeric data will be analyzed with statistical software SPSS
22 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New York). We will calculate the
measures of central tendency and dispersion of the quantitative
variables, and we will use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to
verify normality. Basic quantitative data will be determined by
mean, standard deviation, and median. Categorical data will be
determined by simple frequency. Blood pressure data will be
analyzed with the paired t test. Either the paired t test
(parametric) or the Wilcoxon test (nonparametric) may be
applied to compare other quantitative variables before and after
the intervention. To assess treatment adherence, physical
activity, and dietary intake after intervention, we will apply the
Chi-square test while considering the app use as the dependent
variable; the independent variables will be treatment adherence,
physical activity, and dietary intake. For the MBG questionnaire,
we will apply the Mann-Whitney test to compare the score
between the groups before and after the intervention. The same
test may be used to compare diastolic and systolic blood pressure
measurements between the preintervention and postintervention
groups. We will consider a 95% confidence interval (P<.05).
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To evaluate the findings’ heterogeneity (primary and secondary
outcomes), we will apply a statistical technique to verify whether
the differences observed in the results can be explained by
chance. We will apply the Chi-square test with a significance
level of P<.10. The magnitude of heterogeneity will be assessed
by calculating the I2 value, which ranges from 0% to 100%. An
I2 greater than 50% indicates substantial heterogeneity, and an
I2 above 75% indicates considerable heterogeneity. For the
evaluation of heterogeneity, we will consider the demographic
and socioeconomic variables. In the presence of heterogeneity,
we will investigate its causes through sensitivity analysis. In
the sensitivity analysis, the form of data analysis varies, to
identify the impact of this change on the results. All analysis
techniques can be adjusted or modified, if required, by the
characteristics of the collected data. If feasible, we also intend
to analyze the results with logistic regression of preintervention
and postintervention data. In this case, the dependent variable
will consider the base category whether [user] used the app,
related to independent, categorized, and continuous variables
of interest such as sociodemographic variables and the expected
secondary outcomes.

Results
The project was funded at the end of 2018. We will develop the
software between 2019 and 2020, and we will enroll patients
between 2020 and 2021. We expect to submit the first results
for publication in 2020. As the final technological product, we
will offer an innovative and technological eHealth platform to
the public sector. The transfer of technology from the academic
environment to the public sector is a strategy to invigorate
efforts and enable improved health conditions to the population.

Discussion
The expected results may contribute to improving the quality
of life of patients with arterial hypertension. Using eHealth
technology will allow a better understanding of the importance
of permanent health care. Furthermore, it will provide
encouragement for health monitoring and risk assessment,
favoring behavior changes toward healthier habits [31-33]. In
public and primary health, the technology that favors disease
control also helps reduce complications and, consequently,
treatment costs [34,35]. The eHealth platform encourages the
adaptation of medical assistance to facilitate the incorporation
of technology into patient monitoring, especially for those living
in rural areas or regions of difficult access [36,37]. Nevertheless,
introducing the use of technology may simplify health
information records and communication between patients and
professionals [38]. The health database created may further
benefit and integrate Brazilian systems such as the SIS-Hiperdia.
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